
Products Used

Bisque

MB-1215 - Beaded Martini Glass

Color

CG-961NT - Evergreen

FN-001 - White

FN-010 - Tree Green

SC-29 - Blue Grass

SC-34 - Down to Earth
SC-36 - Irish Luck

Decorating Accessories

BT-910 - Synthetic Sponges

CB-106 - #6 Script Liner

CB-604 - #4 Soft Fan

Additional Materials

Pencil

Download Project Pattern: Xmas Tini

Project Info

Designer: Marcia Roullard

Skill Level: Intermediate

Time: 1½ hours

Xmas-tini

THE perfect drinking vessel for mom & dad, Dec. 24th, around 11pm . . .

Instructions

1. Begin with properly fired shelf cone 04 bisque. Moisten a clean sponge and wipe bisque to remove any

dust.

2. Using a CB-604 #4 Soft Fan, apply 2 coats of FN-001 White to the top of the martini glass.

3. Cut out the paper trees with scissors.
4. Position the trees on the martini glass then trace around them with a pencil.

http://www.maycocolors.com/images/project_patterns/Christmas_Tini.pdf
http://www.maycocolors.com/index.php?view=article&catid=149%3Aholidayseasonal&id=1208%3Axmas-tini&tmpl=component&print=1&layout=default&page=&option=com_content&Itemid=71#


5. Using a CB-106 #6 Script Liner, apply 1 coat of SC-29 Blue Grass to the trees and SC-34 Down to

Earth to the trunks.

6. Using a CB-106 #6 Script Liner, apply heaveily on the back side of the paper SC-36 Irish Luck to the

tree and SC-34 Down to Earth on the trunk.

7. Use tweezers to handle the paper, carefully place the paper on top of the matching painted tree on the

martini glass. Continue to the next tree cut out before pressing down the tree that was just placed. This will
give the glaze time to set. Press down and smooth out the paper. As some glaze will leak from the paper,

carefully sponge off this color.

8. Continue until all the trees are on the martini glass. Brush again with 1-2 coats of FN-001 White,

depending on how much of the glaze was wiped off.

9. Wait until the shine leaves the white glaze before removing the paper trees. If too much of the SC-36 Irish

Luck comes off with the paper, then wait longer before removing the paper. Some SC-36 Irish Luck will

come off, showing the SC-29 Blue Grass beneath it.

10. Using a CB-604 #4 Soft Fan, apply 3 coats of FN-001 White to the rings of the stem.

11. Using a CB-106 #6 Script Liner, 3 coats of SC-36 Irish Luck on the balls and the base.

12. Using a CB-604 #4 Soft Fan, apply 3 coats of FN-010 Tree Green on the inside of the glass.

13. Stir CG-961 Evergreen to mix the crystals. Apply 1 coat to the trees, (no need to get close to the edges),
the balls on the stem, and the base of the glass.

14. Stilt and fire to shelf cone 06.


